Title of Programme
Postgraduate Programme in Evidence-Based Healthcare

Brief note about nature of change: Introduction of optionality for students on the MSc EBHC Systematic Reviews

https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code=mosbcie-basehealcare&srchYear=2020&srchTerm=1&year=2020&term=1

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2021
[And]
For first examination from 2021-22

Detail of change, text to be deleted struck through, new text underlined

[1.32] (i) submission of the required assessed work relating to each of the six modules: i), ii), viii), xviii), xix) and xx) or xxx) from the schedule at H; each of the assessments shall be of not more than 4,000 words per module;

(i) Submission of the assessed work relating to each of the four modules: i), viii), xviii), and xix) and relating to two modules selected from ii), xii), xx), xxv) and xxx.
At the Schedule, add in after

| 1.87 | xxiv) Advanced Qualitative Research Methods  
      | xxv) Introduction to Synthesising Qualitative Research |

**Explanatory Notes**